
Potrero Power Station Planning [Principles! 

The Potrero Power Station will create a vibrant new neighborhood that 
seamlessly connects with the Dogpatch, Pier 70 and San Francisco as a 
whole. 

PRINCIPLE 1: Design a public waterfront that emphasizes active uses. 

Context: This portion of the central waterfront will be opened to the public for the first time in more than 
150 years. The blue-greenway will provide a critical link along the waterfront for pedestrians and cyclists, 
visitors and residents alike. The site will be within a few minutes' walk of Slipways Commons, Crane Cove 
Park, and Warm Water Cove; and will be part of a larger network that provides continuous waterfront 
access from the Presidio to the Shipyards, and beyond. 

'3oals]L 

• Open the waterfront to the public with many points of access. 

• Create a compelling and unique waterfront open space experience. 

• Design the waterfront to be a vibrant place that enlivens and enhances the experience of being 
near the water. Strive to create spaces that are active during the day and at night, during the 
week and on weekends. 

PRINCIPLE 2: Accommodate needed growth in the city while creating a diversity of uses that can support 
a vibrant, livable, and[equitabletn!!_igfl_b()rh()OcJ.J 

Context: There is much demand within the city for housing supply in general, as well as housing targeted 
at a range of incomes. There is also demand within the city for pommercial office space] and life sciences 
buildings. Within the Central Waterfront there is a demand for, production/distribution/repafr-,-ifricf _________ _ 
neighborhood-serving retail. This site can be a location to channel this growth while preserving the 
existing fabric of Dogpatch and other surrounding neighborhoods. 

Goals: 

• Provide a variety of housing types, including affordable housing, to create a diverse and family-
friendly neighborhood. 

• Provide opportunities for office space and life sciences. 

• Provide opportunities for ground floor PDR uses. 

• Provide a variety of neighborhood-serving retail, services, and amenities within convenient 
walking distance of housing and offices on the ~ite]. 

PRINCIPLE 3: Celebrate the site's rich rndustrial1/1_i~tory 

Context: This site has a unique 150 year industrial history and the remnants of a series of power stations 
for the refinement of sugar, and later as the power source for much of San Francisco. A number of the 
buildings that were used in the generation of power on this site remain and may be able to be adapted for 
new uses. 

Goals: 

/,,"/ 

___; ______ 

Comment [JMF1]: from Carli Paine; I agree 
wJ:th the .comment b-elow that principles and goals 
aren't sup-er w-elt-defin-ed. I propos.-e that "prindptes" 
are h:tgh level and aspl rational; I would replace goals 
wJ:th ob}ectlves, which should be specific 
approaches J:n s-uppo-rt of the principles. 

Comment [SW2]: The principle and goals have 
some blurring and redundancy. Let's work on it.1 
see here three goals, in order: "Unique, Appealing, 
Vibrant". I'm not sure "appealtng" isn't covered by 

the other two. 

Comment [JMF3J: From Lisa Fish er: Overall, can 
we-reduce the number of goals to make this 
document more pithy? 

Comment [JMF4 ]: let's make sure that equity 
and in-dusion are hJ:ghly visibl-e principles/goats 

throughout the project. Consider how equity plays
out J:n al I aspects o-f the p rojectr not just housing. 
Forexample: open space amenities, local servi.ces, 
types of jobs provided at buildout, transportation 
options, etc. We wo-utd like to see a specific vision 

articulated for making this site a wekoming, 
-comfortable, and-safe place for a wide range of San 
Fran-els.co residents. 

[ Comment [SW6]: Is there? 

Comment [SW7]: We have a goal around 
housing and retail. What about the other uses? 

Comment [HKS]: What about cultural history or 
natural history? 

Comment [JMF9J: From Lisa Fisher: While it is 
important to comme-morate-the history ofthe site, 
let's not forget the negative legacy (environmental 
justice issues, poor air quality, health impact-s~ 
-environmental degradation). L-et's make sur-e that 
the i nt-erp r.etatio.n of the sit-e in-dudes thes.e 
histories-~ what we've teamed from them, and what 
a renewed vis-ion o-f clean power can/should fook 
like. 



• Use historical buildings as a way to anchor the site to its historical uses and to preserve the 
distinctive character that is authentic to this site, and to the Dogpatch neighborhood identity. 

• On their own, historical buildings can contribute authenticity and interest to the urban experience 
- but when these buildings are ~isually linked], they ca_n create a ric_he_r exJJerience[ ....................•.. ···· 

• ~ere historical buildings are reused, incorporate public uses wherever possible!... 

• 
• 

Rehabilitate and reuse the historic resources to the degree possible[ ..................................... . 

!Visually connect] historical elements_ at th_e f>ower Stati()n 1Nith. historical elements_ at Pier 7_0 and ...•.. 
other adjacent historic buildings and properties. 

• Preserve the stack as an identifying landmark of the Central Waterfront that can be enjoyed 
citywide. 

• Design open spaces to showcase and celebrate historic buildings and structures. 

PRINCIPLE 4: Establish an accessible neighborhood that prioritizes walking, biking and transit. 

Context: The site will be very well served by increased headways and capacity on the Muni T-Line, the 
addition of a new bus line that will terminate at the site, and the expansion of Bay Area Bikeshare. Today, 
the Central Waterfront generates substantial car traffic. Continued growth, both infill development and 
other large projects such as Pier 70, the Chase Center, and UCSF create an imperative to minimize 
additional personal vehicle trips. City policy calls for a shift to more active, congestion-limiting, low-carbon 
modes such as walking, biking and transit. Additionally, San Franciscans increasingly demonstrate a 
preference for sustainable modes, owning fewer cars and taking fewer car trips. Achieving a modal split 
that emphasizes sustainable modes will be better for the environment, minimize congestion created by 
the site, support health and wellness, and add value for future residents, workers, and visitors to the site. 
The site has a few challenges that will need to be addressed, including a lack of complete pedestrian 
connection to 3rd Street and grade differences and a physical wall between the Power Station and Pier 
70. 

~oals:] ........................................................................................................................... ···· 

• At a minimum, design for consistency with the SF Better Streets Plan to create a public realm and 
streets that are safe and enjoyable for people who walk and bike. 

• Establish (when necessary) and enhance existing walking and bike connections to transit and to 
the rest of the Dogpatch neighborhood. 

• Connect to and extend the existing and planned bike network through the site, including the Blue 
Greenway. 

• Adopt an auto trip cap and design a Transportation Demand Management (TOM) program to 
achieve this commitment. 

• 

• 

Design network and intersections to account for ~esire lines and natural paths for people walking 

and biking.1 .......................................................................................................... -······ 

Integrate future bus line into the site, locating stops strategically to serve the greatest population; 
provide amenities such as shelters, real time information, and operator restrooms to support 
riders and bus operators. 

• Minimize parking and manage it to disincentive unnecessary driving trips. 

PRINCIPLE 5: Contribute [well-lovecJiparks and recreational facilities that will complement the existing ....... ····· neighborhood open space network. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Comment [JMF10]: Not convinced this rises to 
the importance of a goal. lf retain, reword -so :it 
matches the phrasing structure of the other goals~ 

Comment [SW11]: I'd recommend not using 
this phrase, at it has implications in the preservation 
world . 

Comment [JMF12]: Let's keep the phrasing 
structure of the goats consistent. 

Comment [SW13]: This is redundant to the 
principle. 

Comment [SW14]: For goals, what about 
connecting to Pier 70 and Irish Hiii? I've heard you 

discuss that as important - or at least an 
opportunity. 

Comment [JMF15): Again not sure this belongs 
he-re. 

Comment [JMF16]: From lisa Fisher: Would 
like to see a statement about a public realm that 
inspires biking and walking-as preferred modes 
across demographics. 

Comment [JMF17): From lisa fisher: seems 
there should be so met hi ng about facilitating 
.calm auto traffic, conflict-free loading, etc. for the 
.cars that do come on the-site~ 

Comment [JMF18]: Seems more like a strategy. 
Maybe reword to fo-cus o-n effident and easy access 
that priori:ti:zes walking and biking . 

Comment [JMF19]: Let's find another 
.adjective ... co-mes o-ff-as a bit presumptuous. "welt
designed"?-



Context: !rhe Dogpatch neighborhood is underserved by open space.I ~s C()rnRared 1Nith other _ . 
neighborhoods in San Francisco. This site provides an opportunity to bring more open space - not just at 
the waterfront, but throughout the site. Specific program opportunities that are missing are active 
recreation uses that are desired by the community, such as soccer fields or tennis courts, as well as 
playgrounds and other neighborhood-serving open space amenities that support a livable district. 

~oals:J .......................................................................................................................... :····· 

• 

• 

Provide a variety of high quality public open space experiences within the site, with each space 
having a clear purpose within the broader open space network. 

Design the open space network with all users of the site in mind - considering a range of ages, 
abilities and interests. 

• Balance the dynamism of flexible open spaces with the attraction of specific programmatic uses 
or activities. 

PRINCIPLE 6: Design a neighborhood that is context-appropriate, diverse, and human-scale. 

Context: The Central Waterfront is made up of a collection different neighborhoods that are starting to 
coalesce into a single place with its own identity in San Francisco. A mix of buildings ranging from large
scale warehouses that occupy an entire block, to small Victorian flats, mid- and high-rise multi-family 
buildings, and large floorplate office buildings, characterizes the area. !rhe unifying theme heard from the 
community is a desire to maintain the area's gritty, industrial aesthetic, and to ensure that new 
development reinforces an identity connected to the area's past and present. There is also a desire to 
avoid the monolithic scale brought by some new developments, in favor of greater variety of urban form 
and a human-scaled street experience. jvisual. connecti()ns_ t() the site from Illinois are limited by the .. 
presence of the switchyards, while visibility from Third Street is blocked by the bulk of the American 
Industrial Center buildings. 

Goals: 

• !Design a scale of blocks and buildings that is appropriate to its context and relates to the existing 
neighborhood. 

• Set a block pattern that is walkable, while also allowing multiple buildings to be built on each 
block. 

• Develop a project that has a diversity of building heights and building types, avoids uniformity and 
repetition, and is compatible with the neighborhood context. 

• Develop building guidelines that result in structures that are human scale and frame a 
comfortable pedestrian realm. 

• Develop building guidelines that allow sunlight to reach parks and streets, and lessen wind 
impacts. 

• The ground Hoor should be programmed and designed to enliven and activate the public realm. 

• Historical buildings and sites should be given an appropriate distance from other buildings to 
allow them to be seen and appreciated. I .. 

Comment [JMF20]: Currently true, but with 
planned e-xp-ansion at Pier70~ not necessarily so. 
Could perha1>s say Dogpat<h is underserved by 
"actJ:ve'F open space? 

Comment [JMF21]: From lisa fisher; add 
statement about enhancing quality of life. 

Comment [JMF22]: From Lisa fisher: add 
-statement about habitat--supportive greening that 
-connects people to nature - per our City's. new 
biodive-r:sitygoafa 

Comment [SW23]: Both these sentences speak 
to desires rather than contexts. Rephrase to I imit to 
context and move relevant stuff into goals. 

Comment [JMF24]: Reward all as actions, 
avoidJ:ng ushould"" statements. 

PRINCIPLE 7: Create a healthy, resilient, and environmentally rorward-lookin~_d_eve_l_oprn_en_t . ................ -····· {Comment [JMF25]: innovative? 

Context: The site's past as a series of power stations requires environmental remediation so that it can 
be a healthy place supporting a mix of uses. While the site is fairly elevated above sea level, its location 



at the Bay's edge makes the project's shoreline vulnerable to sea level rise. Despite its history as a power 
station, the site will need entirely new utilities and infrastructure to support a mixed-use development.This 
provides an opportunity to be forward-thinking about sustainable utilities and to plan for infrastructure at a 
district scale. 

~oals]:j 

• 

• 

• 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~::----~ 

!Ensure the environmental pollution of former industrial uses is characterized and remediated to a 
level that allows for the development of a mixed-use neighborhood,! __ 

Create a !rype l Eco-district ~ith aspirational targets for renewable energy, water reuse, 
minimizing waste, and encouraginglow:carbon!lrarisJ)or@fal"l rn~cl~s~ :, .. 

Plan a resilient site that anticipates the Projected sea level rise for the year 2100J~_"Y_i!~_9 __ ~~~!1 __ f~~ ___ \' 
further adaptation. 

PRINCIPLE 8: Develop a financially feasible project that can deliver the benefits promised to the 
community and the City. 

Context: Many of the projects underway along the Central and Southern Waterfronts are former 
Redevelopment Agency projects or are Public Private Partnerships by private developers on public lands. 
These projects are able to provide substantial public benefits in line with the policy directives of the public 
agencies that own the land. This site is different, as the land is owned by a private developer and will not 
be able to leverage the same financing mechanisms that PP S's are able to use. 

Goals: 

• Ensure the project makes a business case that can deliver on the promises made to all 
stakeholders - including community members, City agencies, and investors. 

• Entitle a mixed-use project that is at least 3 million gross square feet of revenue-positive GFA ~o 
that the site can support the development of affordable housing parks, the adaptive reuse of ---
industrial relics, and other public benefits. 

• Entitle a project with a mix of uses to allow greater optionality in financing and phasing. Position 
the development so that it can be financed and built into a market downturn. 

Comment [SW26]: Great example of the goals. 

Comment [JMF27]: From Lisa Fishe" add 
statement about ceteb rating the unique- Bayfront 
lo-cation and opportunity to restore e-cologi-cal 
systems to and through the site, lever.age 
natural systems to ins pi re infrastructure systems 
(even better focated in Principle 1 or 5} 

Comment [JMF28]: From lisa Fisher: lsn't 
environmental remediation an imperative (vs. a 
goal)? Doesn't the whole site need to be 
remediated to "residential" standards."? 

Comment [JMF29]: From lisa fisher; l would 
discourage using the words "Type-1 EcoDis.tri-ct" as 
ies not an official thing ... instead, -especially-due to 
power plant legacy, I would encourage this site-to 
be the-City's first truly "-regenerative"/ "carbon 
positive" neighborhood that adds to the 
neighbo-rhood1s renewable energy, recycled water, 
and biodi:v-ersity re-so-u-rces and achieves the City's 
di mate goals ~O waste+ 75% sustainable trips 
+100% renewable energy+ root-s -max carbon 
sequestration on site)+ z-ero water waste. 

Comment [JMF30]: Fromlisafisher; 
transp-ortations.hould all be-z-eroemission not 
"low carbon" 

Comment [JMF31]: From Carli Paine: Muni may 
or may not be- z-ero emissions, depending on vehicle-. 

Comment [JMF32]: From lisa Fisher: Should he 
planning for end-of-century sea level rise PLLJS 
coastal storm{108u} 

(Comment [JMF33]: jargon 


